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Blades manufactured through flank and point milling will likely
exhibit geometric variability. Gauging the aerodynamic repercus-
sions of such variability, prior to manufacturing a component, is
challenging enough, let alone trying to predict what the amplified
impact of any in-service degradation will be. While rules of
thumb that govern the tolerance band can be devised based on
expected boundary layer characteristics at known regions and
levels of degradation, it remains a challenge to translate these
insights into quantitative bounds for manufacturing. In this work,
we tackle this challenge by leveraging ideas from dimension
reduction to construct low-dimensional representations of aero-
dynamic performance metrics. These low-dimensional models
can identify a subspace which contains designs that are invariant
in performance—the inactive subspace. By sampling within
this subspace, we design techniques for drafting manufacturing
tolerances and for quantifying whether a scanned component
should be used or scrapped. We introduce the blade envelope
as a visual and computational manufacturing guide for a blade.
In this paper, the first of two parts, we discuss its underlying
concept and detail its computational methodology, assuming one
is interested only in the single objective of ensuring that the loss
of all manufactured blades remains constant. To demonstrate
the utility of our ideas we devise a series of computational
experiments with the Von Karman Institute’s LS89 turbine blade.
1 INTRODUCTION
Manufacturing variations and in-service degradation have
a sizeable impact on aerodynamic performance of a jet engine
(see Figure 1). Gauging the aerodynamic repercussions of such
variability prior to manufacturing a component is challenging
enough, let alone trying to predict what the amplified impact of
any in-service degradation might be. In a bid to reduce losses
and mitigate the risks in Figure 1, designers today pursue a
two-pronged approach. First, components are being designed to
operate over a range of conditions (and uncertainties therein) via
robust optimization techniques [10,11] as well as more traditional
design guides such as loss buckets—i.e., loss across a range
of positive and negative incidence angles [4]. In parallel, there
has been a growing research effort to assess 3D manufacturing
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Fig. 1. Impacts associated with manufacturing variations in a jet en-
gine; see [1–9].
variations and in-service degradation by optically scanning (via
GOM) the manufactured blades, meshing them, and running
them through a flow solver [12]. Both approaches, while useful
in extracting aerodynamic inference, are limiting. One of the key
bottlenecks is the cost of evaluating flow quantities of interest via
computational fluid dynamics (CFD), as the dimensionality of
the space of manufactured geometries is too large to fully explore,
even with an appropriately tailored design of experiments (DoE).
To reduce the dimensionality, some authors [3,12] use principal
components analysis (PCA) to extract a few manufacturing
modes, which correspond to modes of largest manufacturing
deviation observed in the scanned blades. One drawback of this
approach is that the PCA model is not performance-based, i.e.,
the mode of greatest geometric variability need not correspond to
the mode of greatest performance scatter, a point raised by Dow
and Wang [13]. Additionally, GOM scans can only be carried out
on cold and manufactured components, ignoring the uncertainty
in performance associated with in-service operating conditions.
Finally, through neither of these paths are manufacturing engi-
neers offered a set of pedigree rules or guides on manufacturing
for an individual component, prior to actually manufacturing the
component. This motivates some of the advances in this paper.
We argue that challenges associated with both manufacturing






















variability and in-service deterioration can be adequately
addressed by introducing the concept of a blade envelope.
Fig. 2. A blade envelope. It comprises a control zone (grey region)
and a tolerance covariance (characterized by the airfoil displacement
plots). Dots denote CMM measurements. Note: in displacement
plots, the axial distance is normalized by the axial chord.
A blade envelope (see Figure 2) is a visual and com-
putational manufacturing guide for a blade that instructs
manufacturers whether a scanned component should be used or
scrapped. It does this by identifying a control zone (shown in
grey) within which all scanned blades that adhere to a certain
tolerance covariance are guaranteed to offer near identical
performance. One way to visualize the tolerance covariance is
through the leading edge (LE) displacement—invariant profiles
which are positively displaced near the LE tend also to be
displaced positively in the adjacent region along the chord. In
broad terms, the tolerance covariance captures the characteristics
of the geometric variations of invariant profiles. We offer a
rigorous definition of this concept in the subsequent sections of
this paper. As an illustrative demonstration of this idea, consider
two scanned profiles shown as red and blue markers in Figure 2.
Each marker corresponds to airfoil profile measurements taken
from a coordinate measurement machine (CMM). The mea-
surements are interpolated using B-splines to obtain the airfoil
profiles—both of which lie within the control zone. However, as
can be expected, it is the profile variation within the control zone
that truly dictates how adverse the change in performance will
be. It is clear that the red profile is unacceptable and therefore
should be scrapped, while the blue one can be used in an engine.
The utility of a blade envelope, however, does not end
here: it has profound consequences for the way we think about
tolerances too. Consider the work of Lobato et al. [14] who offer
a recipe for acceptance and rejection of airfoils based on the
curvature variation within a chord-wise interval. Provided the
curvature of the measured profile lies within a computed upper
and lower tolerance band—neither of which are necessarily in-
ferred from CFD—the profile is deemed acceptable. With blade
envelopes, profile tolerance constraints on displacement and
curvature are supported by computational and/or experimental
aerodynamic insight. This helps avoid unnecessary scrapping
due to potentially overly conservative bounds.
Beyond the binary scrap-or-use decision, blade envelopes
can provide clarity on where tolerances need to be tightened
and where they can be relaxed—bringing forth the possibility
of not only reducing performance variability, but also reducing
manufacturing scraps. This may engender transformative
cost-saving manufacturing strategies for certain components,
underpinned by greater predictive confidence in the tolerances.
So, how are these tolerances obtained, and how can
performance guarantees for designs manufactured within the
envelope be offered? This two-part paper presents a series of
computational methods to rigorously answer these questions. In
this first part, we introduce blade envelopes for loss, focusing
primarily on the governing methodology. In the second part [15],
we study how one can accommodate multiple objectives—both
scalar-valued and vector-valued—when constructing such
envelopes, and also elucidate their parallels to inverse design.
2 TURBINE TEST CASE
In this section, the test case used throughout this paper is
introduced, along with details of its manufacturing space and
the strategy for obtaining numerical solves. However, it should
be emphasized that the concept of a blade envelope and its
generation is not limited to any particular profile nor restricted
to any manufacturing space.
2.1 Geometry and design space
We select the Von Karman Institute LS89 linear turbine
cascade [16]. This transonic, highly-loaded blade serves as a rich
experimental (and subsequently computational) repository with
Schlieren flow visualizations, blade static pressure measurements,
exit flow angle measurements, and even blade convective heat
transfer values. An experimental campaign was carried out by
Arts et al. [16] at a range of different exit Mach numbers ranging
from 0.70 to 1.10, exit Reynolds numbers ranging from 0.5×105
to 2.0×106 and freestream turbulence intensities of 1% to 6%.
The overall chord of the tested profile was approximately 67 mm
with a stagger angle of 55◦.
To simulate deformations arising from manufacturing
variations, a large design space around the baseline profile is
defined. This space, notionally denoted by X , is parameterized
by d = 20 independent free-form deformation (FFD) design
variables, scaled to lie within the range−1 to 1, such that each
design vector x∈ [−1,1]d. Thus, one can think of X as being a d-
dimensional hypercube. The FFD nodes are constrained to move
only in the direction perpendicular to the inflow; some possible
deformations are captured in Figure 3. Note that the magnitude
of geometric variations imposed here grossly exaggerates the
typical scales of deviations seen in real turbine blades.
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Fig. 3. The FFD box (black dots) with some possible deformations
within the design space (grey curves) and the baseline profile (black
curve).
Table 1. Flow properties used in this study.
Flow property Symbol Value
Inlet stagnation pressure P01 1.1×106 N m−2
Inlet stagnation temperature T01 592.295 K
Inlet density ρ 1.2866 kg m−3
Freestream Reynolds number Re 6.0×105
Exit static pressure p2 5.23×105 N m−2
Heat capacity ratio γ 1.4
2.2 Computational fluid dynamics
The open-source CFD suite SU2 [17] is used for the
mesh deformation of the various geometries as well as their
subsequent numerical solves. The latter are obtained by solving
the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations with
a Spalart-Allmaras turbuence closure. No transition model is
used in our work and all the boundary layers are assumed to
be turbulent. A stagnation pressure driven inlet and an exit
static pressure outlet were used to set the passage pressure ratio.
Periodic boundary conditions were imposed along the pitch-wise
direction, and the freestream turbulent viscosity ratio was set to
100. The exact pressures, temperatures and densities adopted for
our studies are shown in Table 1, and fall within the regime of the
conditions tested during the experimental campaign. All the files
and codes used to generate numerical solves can be found online
at https://github.com/ncywong/VKI_CFD. We omit
a detailed experimental-CFD validation here as prior comparisons
of the SU2 suite on this blade are available in literature [18].
2.3 Key quantities of interest
Our interest in this paper lies in quantifying and controlling
the performance variation associated with the manufacturing
process. We focus on both scalar-valued (1D) quantities
of interest (qoi) and vector-valued qois as functions of the
profile geometry. The first performance metric we study is the





where p02 is the circumferentially mass-averaged exit stagnation








where ṁ is the mass flow rate and a scale factor of 104 is
included for convenience. The units for fm are s ·m ·K−1. Our










where p(s) is the local static pressure at location s on the
surface. This profile qoi is discretized into N = 240 discrete
measurements, implying that the distribution can be defined by
a vector-valued function,
M=[M(s1), M(s2), ..., M(sN)]
=[M1, M2, ..., MN].
(4)
We create a DoE with K uniformly distributed random (Monte
Carlo) samples generated within our design space X . For each
design vector generated, the mesh is parameterically deformed
using the FFD parameters described above and run using the SU2
flow solver. The key qois are saved for each design generated,
along with their corresponding design vectors.
3 STATISTICAL METHODOLOGIES
The input-output database from the CFD forms the bedrock
of our methodology for prescribing blade envelopes. In this
section, we detail some of the statistical techniques that will be
applied to this database with the aim of extracting the control
zone, the tolerance covariance, and for determining whether a
scanned component should be used or scrapped.
3.1 Active and inactive subspaces
The formulation of a blade envelope relies on the ability
to identify and generate blade designs that are invariant in one
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or multiple objective(s). To this end, we partition the design
space into two subspaces: the active subspace and the inactive
subspace. Here a subspace is formed from a linear combination
of all the parameters. The construction of these subspaces
should satisfy the following: along the active subspace, qois
vary significantly; while along the inactive subspace, qois
are predominantly invariant to changes in the parameters. To
clarify this breakdown, let Q∈Rd×d be any orthogonal matrix,
implying that QQT = I, where I is the identity matrix. Now,









=WW T x+VV T x,
(5)
where W ∈ Rd×r and V ∈ Rd×(d−r) are columns of Q. The
matrix V can also be obtained by determining the null space
of W T . The value of r used in practice will be dictated by how
many effective dimensions one needs to capture the variation
in the qoi(s). Ideally, rather than using any orthogonal matrix,
our goal is to identify a specific Q that affords a partition of
the design space (5) such that r is as small as possible. In other
words, the qoi(s) varies significantly along the directions W T x
but are invariant to changes in V T x. So, how do we find a Q
such that its columns admit such a dimension-reducing structure?
Samarov [19] and Constantine [20] draw our attention to





∇x f (x)∇x f (x)T τ dx, (6)
where f represents the qoi, such as the loss coefficient, and
τ= 2−d defines a uniform distribution over the d-dimensional
hypercube X . The symbol ∇x f (x)∈Rd denotes the gradient of
f with respect to its shape parameters x. As C is a symmetric
matrix, one can write its eigendecomposition as
C=QΛQT (7)
where Q is an orthogonal matrix of C’s eigenvectors and Λ a
diagonal matrix of its eigenvalues. Indeed, this is the Q we shall
use to partition our design space as per (5). The value of r is set










where Λ1 is a diagonal matrix containing the largest eigenvalues,
and Λ2 the smallest eigenvalues, both sorted in descending order.
This partition should be chosen such that there is a large gap
between the last eigenvalue of Λ1 and the first eigenvalue of
Λ2 [20]. Thus, this partitioning of Q yields the active subspace
matrix W and the inactive subspace matrix V .
3.2 Sparse polynomials for gradient estimation
One challenge with the subspace idea detailed above
is the necessity for gradient evaluations of the qoi (see (6)).
Gradient evaluations can be efficiently computed using the
adjoint method. However, automatic differentiation tools may
not always be available, particularly in older industrial codes. In
this paper, we estimate the gradients through a global polynomial






where the polynomial coefficients are denoted by ai and the basis
terms are ψi(x). These basis terms are formed from the product
of univariate orthogonal polynomials and the multi-index set I
in (9) dictates which O permutations of univariate polynomials
of varying degrees are present. More specifically, one can think











, where i=(i1,...,id). (10)
The superscript ( j) denotes the univariate polynomial along
dimension j, which is only a function of the univariate parameter
x( j). The degree for each univariate polynomial ψ( j)i j is specified
in the multi-index i. All the different multi-indices lie in the
finite multi-index set I , mentioned above. To qualitatively
draw parallels between different multi-index sets, Figure 4
shows typical isotropic multi-index permutations for d = 2
where the highest degree is restricted to p=3. The number of
squares in each of these subfigures corresponds to O, i.e., the
number of coefficients that need to be computed. Selecting
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 4. Standard multi-index set I options: (a) tensorial; (b) Eu-
clidean degree; (c) total order; and (d) hyperbolic basis for d=2 and
p=3.
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the appropriate multi-index set is an important aspect of
approximating multivariate functions via polynomials (see [21]).
Decisions should be made depending on whether one would
expect higher order interactions among the mixed terms or
whether most of the large coefficients are associated with lower
order principal terms. The total order basis, shown in Figure 4(c),
is often a good compromise and ameliorates problems related to
the exponential scaling in the number of associated coefficients
with increasing d—an artifact of the tensorial basis in (a). The










Now, to understand the relationship between the number of coeffi-
cients O and the number of CFD evaluations K required to obtain











where X ∈RK×d is the matrix of inputs and f is a vector of the
qois across the K CFD evaluations. We can write the coefficients





 ψ1(x1) ... ψO(x1)... . . . ...
ψ1(xK) ··· ψO(xK)
. (13)
Once the coefficients a are known, gradient approximations can






This idea of extracting gradients for estimating C using a
polynomial approximation was previously considered in [1]
where the authors constructed a global least squares quadratic fit.
The trouble with a least squares approach is that it requires K≥O,
i.e., we need as many CFD evaluations as basis terms (and ideally
more), which can be prohibitive in high-dimensional problems.
To abate this computational cost, we propose the use of
compressed sensing for estimating the coefficients; for an







where the notation ‖·‖1 denotes the L1 norm, i.e., the sum of
the absolute values of the arguments; ‖·‖2 denotes the familiar
L2 or Euclidean norm, i.e., the square root of the sum of the
squares of the argument. Here the small positive constant ε
is used to account for the mis-match between the polynomial
approximation and the true function evaluations f.
Central to the compressed sensing paradigm is the notion of
sparsity in the coefficients. In other words, to solve (15) we as-
sume that a fraction of the coefficients are close to zero, although
we do not need to know precisely which ones are. This enables
us to solve for a even when Ψ has more columns than rows,
i.e., we have more unknown coefficients than CFD evaluations.
More broadly, the use of compressed sensing for polynomial ap-
proximations has received considerable attention in literature [23],
particularly for applications focused on uncertainty quantification.
To summarize, the salient advantage of solving (15) is the
reduction in the number of CFD evaluations required. We can
extract solutions for a even when K  O, provided that a is
sparse. This is very useful as we would like to reduce the number
of function evaluations required for estimating the gradients and
subsequently the active and inactive subspaces.
3.3 Sampling from the inactive subspace
Equipped with a covariance matrix C that facilitates
dimension reduction, our goal is to generate blade profiles that
will be provably invariant. One way to do this is to generate
samples from the inactive subspace V for a constrained value
along the active subspace W . Building upon (5), we write
x=WW T x+VV T x
=W u+V z,
(16)
where u := W T x is the active coordinate and z := V T x the
inactive coordinate. Next, the task is to find points x with a fixed





These linear constraints define a polytope in the inactive subspace
(see Figure 5 I).
To generate samples from this polytope, we adopt the hit-
and-run method [24] based on the implementation by Constantine
et al. [25]. In this method, one first identifies a feasible point by
locating the Chebyshev centre of the polytope1 at the specified
active coordinate u, by solving a linear program. Then, starting
from the Chebyshev centre, a random direction is selected and,
in this direction, the longest line segment that lies within the
polytope (and goes through the centre) is identified. Following
this, a point on this line segment is selected at random yielding
the first sample. This procedure is repeated by starting with a
new random direction and identifying the longest line segment
along that line. These steps are captured in Figure 5 II to VI.
1The Chebyshev centre is the centre of the largest hypersphere that can fit
within the polytope (see page 418 in [26]).
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Fig. 5. Schematic showing the hit-and-run sampling method for
generating samples in the inactive subspace.
3.4 Machine learning blade envelopes
The statistical methodologies presented thus far set the stage
for generating both the control zone and the tolerance covari-
ance—the two key elements of the blade envelope. To formalize
these two, let H be the number of inactive samples generated via
the hit-and-run method for the nominal value of u at the origin—
corresponding to the undeformed geometry. Furthermore, let
s∈RN denote the vertical coordinates of each airfoil correspond-
ing to these inactive samples, where we assume that the horizontal
coordinates are the same over all the samples. In other words,
the airfoil coordinates {s1,s2,...,sH} represent designs that are
invariant in the selected qoi(s). The bounds of the control zone
are then specified by the upper and lower limits cu,cl∈RN where
cu= maximum {s1,s2,...,sH},
cl = minimum {s1,s2,...,sH},
(18)
where the maximum and minimum are taken coordinate-wise.
The control zone by itself is very useful to offer some insight
into where tolerances need to be tightened and where they may
potentially be relaxed.
The tolerance covariance matrix can notionally be
interpreted as a constraint on the curvature variation along both
the suction and pressure sides of the airfoil, as mentioned before.
In Figure 2 we show numerous s profiles to capture what this
covariance structure represents. More formally, we define it as






where the superscript (i) denotes the i-th discrete measurement
coordinate.
As stated earlier, when a manufactured component is
scanned, we wish to determine whether it complies with a
computed blade envelope for the design in question. This
necessitates a machine learning paradigm where we can map
the CMM readings of a blade onto its blade envelope and distill
a binary scrap-or-use output. We will assume that, although the
number of CMM points may be less than N, one can linearly
interpolate them to estimate the vertical displacements (or surface
normal displacements) at the same horizontal coordinates (or
chord-wise locations) as the blade envelope. Alternatively, one
can do the opposite and downsample the coordinates associated
with the blade profile, which are obtained solely from CFD.
To do this, we propose calculating the Mahalanobis distance
between the scanned blade and the distribution associated
with the blade envelope. Although we can generate infinitely
many airfoil profiles (see Figure 2), we do not know the true
distribution from which these samples are obtained. However,








To determine whether a new scanned blade s̃ lies within the




If the distance is very small, then the new profile s̃ is said to lie
within the blade envelope and is thus deemed acceptable. On
the other hand, if the distance is large, the new profile clearly lies
far away from the distribution associated with the blade envelope
and therefore should not be used.
We can convert this distance—a relative measure of accep-





where model parameters β1,β2 and β3 have to be determined by a
training-testing criterion. Generating training and testing samples
requires no additional CFD evaluations, and the parameters
themselves can be estimated via standard gradient-based
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optimization. Once determined for a specific blade, expression
(22) can be used on the factory floor to render a scrap-or-use
judgment for a manufactured blade.
We remark that here that one alternative to training the
logistic function in (22) is to estimate the critical values of the
Mahalabonis distance, given many scanned blades. As these
distance metrics yield a chi-squared distribution, one can assign
a significance level to the distribution to deliver a scrap-or-use
verdict on all the blades scanned.
3.5 Summarizing the key steps
We conclude this section with a summary of the main
techniques involved in generating a blade envelope and exploiting
it to query whether a scanned blade should be used; these steps
are captured in Figure 6.
Create aerodynamic 
database.
Approximate inactive  
subspaces.










If within control zone, 
compute ζ from the envelope.
Via training, convert 
distance to binary output.
Scrap if profile is outside of 
control zone.
Fig. 6. Flowchart summarizing the key steps involved in generating
a blade envelope and querying it to ascertain whether a scanned
component should be used.
For generating a blade envelope, the first requirement is a
well-sampled aerodynamic database that comprises a collection
of geometries around the baseline profile and the output perfor-
mance of each geometry (2.3). Using this input-output database,
we can approximate the inactive subspaces (3.1 and 3.2) and
generate sample designs that will admit the same performance,
but have very different geometries (3.3). By following this
workflow, we can generate the blade envelope, shown in Figure 2.
The mean and covariance of the inactive samples associated
with this blade envelope can then be used to ascertain whether
a scanned blade’s CMM coordinates are likely to lie within this
envelope (3.4). A logistic function can be trained to yield a binary
result that can be deployed in various blade manufacturing sites.
4 BLADE ENVELOPES FOR 1D QUANTITIES
In this section, we use the techniques discussed above to
identify and sample from the inactive subspace associated with
loss. Our focus is to deliver a scrap-or-use decision for blade
profiles that could have been manufactured for the LS89 profile,
if near-design loss was the only performance consideration.
4.1 Inactive subspace for loss
To compute the inactive subspace, we must first find the
active subspace. Our DoE comprises 1000 randomly generated
designs in d=20 which we split into M=800 training and 200
testing samples. For each design, we store the CFD yielded loss,
mass flow function and isentropic Mach number, although in
this paper we focus our attention on the loss only. We fit a global
sparse polynomial with order p=3 that has a total of O=1771
basis terms (see (11)). We use the Effective Quadratures pack-
age [27] (see https://www.effective-quadratures.
org) to construct the sparse polynomial approximation. The
resulting coefficients are shown in Figure 7(a), where an
automated value of ε=0.001 was found to be suitable to solve
(15). Deploying our model on the testing data-set, we obtain an
R2 value of 0.957, which gives us confidence in its predictive
capabilities (see Figure 7(b)). As mentioned in 3.2, we can use
(a)
(b)
Fig. 7. Global sparse polynomial approximation: (a) sorted coeffi-
cients; (b) validation of the model using the testing data.
this approximation to estimate the gradients and thus construct
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 8. Active subspace computation: (a) eigenvalues of the covari-
ance matrix for loss; (b) sufficient summary plot of CFD values of loss
on its first active coordinate.
the covariance matrix associated with active subspaces for loss
CYp . Computing its eigendecomposition yields









We report the eigenvalues of this covariance matrix in Figure 8(a)
and, based on this decay, set WYp ∈Rd×1. In other words, we
define our active subspace for loss as being spanned by the first
column in WYp , and thus its remaining 19 columns span the inac-
tive subspace for loss. For completeness, we plot the loss for all
1000 geometries on the active coordinate of WYp in Figure 8(b).
Here we define the active coordinate corresponding to design x,
uYp,1=x
TWYp[:,1], (24)
where the notation [:,1] denotes the first column of the matrix.
Fig. 9. Loss invariant designs generated by sampling from the inac-
tive subspace.
4.2 Generating training and testing samples
Endowed with the inactive subspace matrix for loss
V Yp∈Rd×19, we can now generate infinitely many blade designs
that have approximately the same loss as the nominal LS89. The
degree of approximation is dictated entirely by the cut-off value
we assume for partitioning the eigenvalues. Here, we generate
H = 5000 new geometries using the hit-and-run sampling
strategy detailed in 3.3. We plug in the matrices obtained for WYp
and V Yp into the bounds in (17) and set u=0, which corresponds
to the active coordinate associated with the nominal blade profile
(a scalar since the active subspace is 1-dimensional). The values
for z obtained via hit-and-run sampling are then used to arrive at
design vectors x. To verify that these 5000 additional geometries
have similar Yp losses compared to the datum, we ran 500 of
these designs through the CFD solver. The results are reported
in Figure 9 and shown alongside the original training data used
to fit the sparse polynomial. This graph gives us confidence
that our methodology has successfully generated designs that
have comparable loss values to the LS89. Moreover, it also
serves to show that our global sparse polynomial approximation
offers an acceptable characterization of the loss. One important
point to emphasize here is that the only computational overhead
associated with generating 5000 geometries is the cost of
deforming the nominal mesh and generating a new mesh, and
thus airfoil coordinates. While it is recommended to run a few
CFD evaluations to confirm the veracity of the subspaces, 500 is
perhaps two orders of magnitude more than required in practice.
The steps laid out thus far permit us to generate a blade en-
velope for loss; see Figure 10. Any blade that was manufactured
within the control zone that satisfies the tolerance covariance (vi-
sualized by the LE displacement but quantified by the tolerance
covariance matrix S (19)) will admit loss values comparable to
the nominal design. Note that this envelope has much greater
variability compared to the one shown in Figure 2. This is
because in Figure 2, in addition to loss, the mass flow function
is also constrained. We shall study how one generates samples
with multiple objectives in the companion Part II paper [15].
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Fig. 10. The blade envelope for loss.
4.3 Use or scrap?
Following the flowchart in Figure 6, we compute the ensem-
ble mean µ and tolerance covariance matrix S associated with the
different airfoils sampled from the inactive subspace. Our choice
of H =5000 was dictated by the convergence of the two afore-
mentioned statistical quantities in the L2 norm sense. Figure 11
shows the tolerance covariance matrix S∈R240×240. To correctly
obtain these quantities, each airfoil profile has been carefully
normalized to ensure that the horizontal coordinates across the
profiles are the same, and thus only the vertical displacements,
i.e., thickness / chord, are used in estimating µ and S. With these
Fig. 11. The tolerance covariance matrix S generated with H =
5000 inactive samples.
metrics computed, the Mahalanobis distance between any new
scanned geometry and the point cloud associated with the inac-
tive samples can be determined. We compute this distance for the
500 out of the 5000 airfoils generated from the inactive subspace
and plot them in Figure 12(a). After pruning away the geome-
(a)
(b)
Fig. 12. Machine learning blade envelopes: (a) Mahalanobis dis-
tances ζ reported for numerous blades along with their losses; (b)
Conversion to a binary scrap-or-use decision where 1 indicates use
and 0 indicates scrap.
tries that lie outside of the control zone, we do the same for our
original 1000-point training-testing database, for which most of
the airfoils admit different values of Yp. A clear divergence in the
loss values is observed for ζ values greater than 7; all the loss in-
variant designs have low values of ζ, illustrating the utility of our
overall methodology. To propagate a degree of uncertainty in our
assessment, we assume that designs with ζ values between 3.5
and 7 lie within a ζ buffer region, also demarcated in the figure.
We use this zone to tune our logistic function and arrive at
the following values: β1=1,β2=5 and β3=3; and illustrate the
result in Figure 12(b). Here the horizontal axis plots ζ, while the
vertical axis represents the binary outcome: a value of 1 implies
that the design can be used, while a value of 0 implies that the
design should be scrapped. A value in-between—i.e., falling
within the buffer region—indicates a geometry that requires
further examination before a final scrap-or-use decision.
4.4 Evaluating designs from other design spaces
To put our methodology through its paces, we generate 1000
new airfoil profiles from a different design space, one comprising
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Fig. 13. Sample designs from the larger design space of FFD de-
sign variables.
Fig. 14. Application of the logistic model on profiles generated from
the larger design space with d=30 design variables. The values on
the colorbar are CFD yielded Yp values.
d=30 FFD design variables, as shown in Figure 13. We evaluate
the loss of these new profiles by running them through the SU2
suite. Then, for each profile that lies in the control zone, we com-
pute ζ using our previously stored values of µ and S—obtained
from the 20D design space. These distances are then fed through
the aforementioned logistic model and plotted along the vertical
axis in Figure 14. Here the colors of each marker correspond to
the CFD computed loss value. These results attest to the notion
that a blade envelope’s utility in distinguishing between tolerance-
abiding airfoils is not restricted to a particular parameterization.
Moreover, the fact that most of the blades with comparable loss
values to the LS89 fall either below or within the ζ buffer region
gives us confidence that this workflow can be beneficial and
transformative when deployed on real manufactured scans.
5 CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces the concept of blade envelopes and
details its underlying methodology. Blade envelopes can be
thought of as a blade tolerance draft—a visual manufacturing
guide—that instructs blade manufacturers and designers what
tolerances can be used and whether a used component satisfies
these tolerances or not.
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